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The Choice of Invoicing'- 'Currency under Exchange Rate and Price

Level Uncertainty

Summary: This paper examines the invoicing decision of an ex-

porter for the case in which general price levels in all coun-

tries vary randomly and exchange rates move randomly around

purchasing power parity. The effects of the invoicing decision

on the expected real price in the importing country, expected

output and expected foreign currency revenues are discussed.

It is shown that, in general, price level uncertainty is the

most important factor in the determination of the optimal in-

voicing currency. The degree of price level uncertainty is

estimated for 11 major currencies and related to the actual

invoicing decisions of exporters. The results indicate that

the model partly explains the actual economic behavior of ex-

porters.

I. Introduction

In international trade exporters not only have to set a price

but also choose the currency in which the price is quoted,

the contract is made, and in which the invoice is denominated.

In general, the same currency is used in the price quotation,

the contract and the invoice - this currency is referred to as

the invoicing currency. Invoicing may be done in the importer's

home currency, in the exporter's home currency, or in any other'

currency. A German firm intending to sell machines in Saudi-

Arabia may quote the price in riyals, marks or dollars. Schar-

rer, C-ehrmann, and Wetter report, that in 1976 87 % of all

German exports were invoiced in marks, while 5 % were invoiced

in dollars. Estimates for the percentage of invoices expressed

in the home currency in 1976 are 85 for the US, 79 for Switzer-

land, around 7o for Great Britain, Prance, and Sweden, around

5o for Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Austria, Netherlands, but
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only 2o for Japan and 15 for Finland. Traditionally raw materials,

especially oil, have been invoiced in dollars, but recently

OPEC has threatened to choose another currency if the dollar

problems persist.

The choice' of invoicing currency does not matter either, if price

setting, purchase, and payment occur at the same time, f.ex.

in an auction market, or if, at the time of the price setting,

the relevant future spot exchange rates and price levels are

known with certainty (in the latter case the exporter is able

to set the price in any currency in such a way,- that the quan-

tity demanded and his real profits are not affected by the

chosen currency). Both conditions are unusual in reality. Typi-

cally a sales process is initiated by the seller who sets a

nominal price for a certain time interval. Even if the buyer

purchases during this time interval, more time.may elapse

until shipment and collection. Scharrer, Gehrmann, and Wetter

report, that the average length of the time interval between

price setting and payment is 0-3 months for 57 %, 3-6 months

for 16 %, and longer than 6 months for 11 % of the questioned

German exporters. In recent years, exchange rates have often
1)changed dramatically m time intervals of this length.

The choice of invoicing currency matters if the spot exchange

rates and general price levels, which will be in effect at the

time demand takes place and at the time of payment, are not

known at the time the exporter announces the nominal price

and the invoicing currency. If he decides to invoice in the

importer's home currency, the rate at which he can convert

his foreign revenues into his home currency is uncertain. If

the exporter chooses to invoice in his own home currency, the

nominal price which consumers pay depends on.the random ex-

change rate. If he chooses a third country's currency, both

the nominal price in the importing country and the nominal'

proceeds in his home currency are uncertain. The analysis is
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complicated by the fact, that typically exchange rate changes

are accompanied by changes in the general price levels in the

relevant countries.

Nearly all studies on the invoicing problem have been descrip-

tive in nature. Grassman called attention to this problem by

giving empirical evidence on the actual invoicing behavior

of Swedish exporters and importers. More recently, Page and

Scharrer et.al. presented statistics on several countries. Ana-

lytical studies typically have not considered alternative in-

voicing currencies. Ruffin, for example, focused, on export-

import decisions when exchange rates and prices are uncertain,

but did not consider the invoicing decision. In Ethier's model

only the alternative of invoicing in the exporters's home

currency is considered. Hooper and Kohlhagen assume that given

percentages of all contracts are made in the exporter's and the

importer's home currency.

Only Baron compared the alternatives of invoicing in the im-

porter's home currency and of invoicing in the exporter's home

currency. According to his analysis, an exporter should al-

ways invoice in the currency of the importing country, a con-

clusion which is in wide contrast to the actual invoicing

behavior of exporters. In Baron's model consumers in the im-

porting country were assumed to base their purchasing decision

on the nominal prices in their local currency. Exporters were

assumed to make their decision by looking at the nominal pro-

fits in their local currency. If in Baron's model general

price levels were allowed to fluctuate, consumers as well as
2)exporters would exhibit money illusion. So Baron's model

must be interpreted as a model in which the general price level

in the exporting and in the importing country is constant

over time. This limits the usefulness of the model considerably,

since there is no country in which the general price level has

been constant in recent years and since differences in infla-

tion rates are one of the major causes for exchange rate

variations.



In this study the general price levels in all countries may

fluctuate. Exchange rates are assumed to fluctuate randomly

around purchasing power parity. It is assumed that neither

consumers nor exporters have money illusion. - consumers base

their decision on;the real commodity prices while firms base

their decision on the probability distribution.of real profits.

While in Baron's framework (known demand functions, constant

general price levels) exporters could avoid the problems caused

by exchange rate uncertainty by quoting the price in the impor-

ter's home currency and using the forward exchange market, an

elimination of uncertainty by the use of forward markets is

not possible in our framework (randomly fluctuating general

price levels, no money illusion). At the time the exporter

announces the nominal price and the invoicing currency, he

does not know the real price which importers will have to pay.

Therefore, he does not know the quantity demanded with certainty,

but only a probability distribution of the quantity demanded

for every combination of nominal price and invoicing currency.

Not knowing the amount of foreign currency revenues, he cannot

eliminate uncertainty by the use of the forward foreign

exchange market.

In section II the optimal nominal price for each currency is

derived under the simplifying assumptions that

(1) firms are risk neutral;

(2) there is a linear one-to-one mapping between the real

price in the importing country and the quantity demanded; .

(3) the real price in the importing country is uncertain, due

to the uncertainty associated with exchange rates and

price levels;

(4) purchase and payment occur at the same time.

In general, the optimal nominal price in any currency will not

be equal to the optimal nominal price in some other currency

times the relevant expected spot exchange rate, but also
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depend on other, characteristics of those currencies. By

comparing the expected real profits associated with alternative

invoicing currencies, the optimal invoicing currency is esta-

blished. It is shown that, in general, price level uncertainty

(as measured by the coefficient of variation of the inverse

of unity plus the rate of inflation) is the most important

factor in the invoicing decision.

In section III the expected real price in the importing country,

expected output and expected foreign currency revenues will be

discussed. In section IV it will be shown, that the basic con-

clusions do not have to be changed if in addition to the uncer-

tainty about the real price the demand for any given real price

is also uncertain, or if risk aversion exists, or .if demand

is non-linearly related to the real price. In section V the

degree of price level uncertainty is estimated for 11 curren-

cies and related to the actual invoicing decisions of exporters

in those countries. The results indicate that the model partly

explains the actual economic* behavior of. exporters.. Other fac-

tors affecting the invoicing decision are discussed.
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II. The Optimal Invoicing Currency

The choice of invoicing currency matters, if the exporter has to

announce price and currency without knowing the exchange rates and general

price levels which will be In effect at the time demand and payment take place.

Let t=0 denote the time of the announcement, t=l the time of demand.

If (at t=0) the exporter quotes the nominal price in currency j

(which may be the currency of the importing, the exporting, or any

other country), the real price at t=l (expressed in the currency of

the importing country) depends on the spot exchange rate between the

currency of country j and the importing country and 'on the general price

level in the importing country at t=l. Assume there is a linear one-

to-one mapping"Between "the"" real price in the importing country and

the quantity demanded. The parameters of the demand function, a and

b, are known to the firm.

(1) Q. = a - b P . / S*. I. , .
J nj jim lm > *

where Q. = quantity demanded in the importing country if
J

prices are quoted in currency j;

P . = nominal price in currency j;

"1 °
S.. (S.. ) = exchange rate between the currencies of country j and

(J —*— ill J -Lill

the importing country at the time of purchase (at the

time of the price announcement), as viewed from coun-

try j ;

= units of currency j per unit of the currency of the

importing country; tildes denote random variables;
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I- = unity plus the rate of inflation in the importing

country between the time of the price announcement

and the time demand takes place.

When the exporter invoices in the currency of the importing country

(currency im), he can determine the nominal price in that currency
1 o

(in this case S.. = S.. = 1). The real price will be determined by
j xiu. ~ j im

the random variable I. . When he chooses any other currency for invoi-

cing purposes, the nominal price in the importing currency depends on

the relevant exchange rate. The real price in the importing country is

determined by the nominal price and the general price level I. .

Assuming that the real costs in the currency of the exporting country

(currency ex) are linearly related to output, real profits in that

currency are

(2) »J = (Q. Pn. / ~sjex • iex) - (C + 0Qj>,

where:

—r
ff. = real profits In the* currency of the exporting country
J

if price is quoted in currency j;
1 0

S. (S. ) = units of currency j per unit of the exporting country.
j & x j e x

If currency j is the currency of the exporting country,
i o

S. = S. = 1 ;jex jex '
I = unity plus the rate of inflation in the exporting

country between the time of the price announcement

and the time demand takes place;

C = fixed costs;

c = variable costs; fixed and variable costs are expressed

in currency ex; both are assumed to be. constant in real

terms.

In the given framework,an exporter can affect his real profits by

choosing an invoicing currency and by setting the nominal price in this

currency. Subsequently, in a first step, the optimal price will be de-

rived for each invoicing currency j. In a second step the expected real

profits for the alternative currencies will be compared assuming opti-

mal nominal prices are being used.
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A prerequisite for both steps is an analysis of the relationship bet-

ween the general price levels in the different countries and the corres-

ponding exchange rates.

Empirical tests conclude, that while purchasing power parity theory does

not explain exchange rate changes in the short run, it does explain ex-

change rate changes in the long run reasonably well, especially when

countries at the same stage of industrial development are studied. Once

•deviations from purchasing power parity have occured, it is difficult to

predict, when a reversion to purchasing power parity will occur. This

suggests that,from the firm's viewpoint, exchange rates move randomly-

around relative purchasing power parity:^)

S. I. ' ~
jex . j_ . fii

S. I "Jj ex ex

for all countries j except the importing country for which a special

notation is required:

^im ~
-j- im
ex •

1
This implies, because of foreign exchange arbitrage (f.ex. S. =

i i - xme x
S. /S.. ):
jex Jim'

S. . I. 6 :
Jim _. _j_ ^ j _ ,

j im im im

where 6. and 5. are random variables whose expected value is equal
j _ im__

to 1, E(5.) = E(6. ) = 1; I. = unity plus the rate of inflation in •

country j. When the variance of a 5. (or of <5j_m) is zero, purchasing

p o w e r parity theory explains all movements of the exchange r a t e S . . A s t h e~ j ex
variance of 5. increases, exchange rate movements away from purchasing

J

power parity become more important. Since no assumption about the va-

riances of the 5.'s is made, a wide range of possible relationship is
J

covered. Note that Baron's analysis is covered as a special case
(when the general price levels are constant and therefore equal to 1) .

Of special interest are the stochastic relationships between the price

level ratios and the corresponding random variables, f. ex.;between

(I. /I ) and 6- , and between the random variables of different pur-
J ex J



chasing power relationship,, f. ex .f between 6. and 6.
im

It is reasonable to assume that from:., the firm's viewpoint the random

movements around purchasing power parity are independently distributed

from the rates of inflation in the relevant countries. If the firm

knew any systematic relationship between random movements and rates of

inflation (systematic under- or overshooting of purchasing power pari-

ty) it could profitably exploit this relationship by a systematic

speculation scheme (f. ex., invest in currency j if I. has risen more
J

than I , since in this case the exchange rate is likely to be belowe x
th PPP rate). Since PPP obtains in the long run, such a speculation

scheme should prove profitable. But the very act of a systematical ex-

ploitation of such a relationship would soon make the relationship

non-existent. Thus it is reasonable to assume that from the firm's

viewpoint the 5's are independently distributed from the general price

levels in the various countries. To simplify the analysis it is also

assumed that the S's are distributed independently from each other.

A combination of (1), (2), and the purchasing power relationships
results in:

t

7 - a c SLex + <a/6~j + b c S L x «im/6V
imex

( Pnj / S j im V " b (Pnj /Sjim )2cTT )2 ^ ' '

Note that (3) simplifies, when the currency of the importing country
o

is chosen for invoicing (in this case S.. = 1, I. = I. and 6. = 5 . )
Jim ' j im j im

or when the currency of the exporting country is chosen for invoicing
(in this case <S. = 1, I. = I , and S. = 1/S?. ). Taking the ex-

j ' j ex' imex jim °
pected value of (3) and setting

dP .
nj

results in the optimal price for each currency.

In case a third-country currency or the exporter's home currency (in

this case w. = 0, E(l/6.) = 1) is chosen:
J J
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(4) P . =
2b (1+v?) E(l/I.)(l+w?) E(l/«.)

J J J J

where:

v. = \'var(l/I. ) / E(l/I.)

- the coefficient of variation of the inverse of unity plus

the rate of inflation in country j;

w. = \var(l/6 .) / E(l/5 .)

= the coefficient of variation of 1/6 . .
J

In case the importer's home- currency is chosen for invoicing the opti-

mal price is :

E(l/6lm) + -be

2 b

where :

v. = the coefficient of variation of the inverse of unity
im

plus the rate of inflation in the importing country.

The optimal nominal price in currency j depends on the known para-

meters of the demand function, the known real variable cost expressed

in currency im (c S. ), the initial exchange rate between curren-
_LIII" -X.

cy j and currency im, management's probability assessment of the

price level change in currency j and the exchange rate movements

which are independent of the price level changes. Demand and cost pa-

rameters are constant for all currencies j. Thus the nominal price

in currency j is a decreasing function of (1) the expected inverse of

unity plus the inflation rate in country j (which in general means an

increasing function of the expected inflation rate), (2) the price

level uncertainty in currency j, as measured by the coefficient of va-

riation of I/I., (3) the expected inverse of.the deviation from pur-

J

chasing power parity and (4) the coefficient of variation of the de-

viation from purchasing power parity.
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When the general price levels in all countries are constant
1 0 1 0 1 0

[S. /S. = 6. , S. /S. = 6. , S. . /S.. . '= $. :/6. ; v. = v . =jex jex j 3 imex imex im3 jim jim j im j ex

v. = 0; E(l/I. ) = E(l/I ) = E(l/I.). = 1J. Baron's conclusion is ob-
_Llii -L 111 " j\. A

tained - the expected (nominal) price to be paid by importers is grea-

ter when invoicing is done in the exporter's home currency than in

case i t is done in the importer's home currency, since E(l/6. ) >

1/E(6. ) = 1 because of Jensen's inequality. Fran an econanic viewpoint,

this effect of Jensen's inequality ±z negligable,-however, as McCulloch has pointed out.

In a second step the expected real profits in the exporter's home.curren-

cy may be derived for alternative invoicing strategies and compared, as-

suming optimal prices. For third-country currencies and for the expor-

t e r ' s home currency;(in this case w.=0,v.=v ) expected real profits are
J J ex

r 1 o o (a + b.c.S... ) 2

(7) E(TT^) = - o — [ -CS. - acS. + i^£x
J i m e x i m e xS. i m e x i m e x 4bimex

In case the importing country's currency is chosen for invoicing,

expected real profits are:

1 o o [aE(.l/6.. ) + bcS. ]2

,ny w r s _ r ° ° imy imexJ ,(o) t (7T. ) - —o L -Co. - acb. + ^ J

According to (7) and (8) the desirability of a currency for invoi-

cing purposes is determined by (1) the coefficient of variation of

the inverse of unity plus the rate of inflation (v,. ) 3 (2) the coeffi-
j

cient of variation of the inverse of unity plus the exchange rate
movement away from PPP((w.), and (3) the value of E(l/6- ). Because

J XIII

of the assumption that E[6. ] = 1 and because of Jensen's inequality,

E.(l/6. ) > 1. In case of constant general price levels in all coun-

tries (v. = v. = 0 ) , invoicing in the importer's home currency is

preferable to invoicing in the exporter's home currency as Baron has

concluded (in the latter case w. = 0 ) . Both are preferable to invoi-
J

cing in a third country's currency.
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While the effect of Jensen's inequality works in favor of invoicing

in the importing country's currency, this effect is extremely small

for most probability distributions and the variances observed in

the foreign exchange market, as McCulloch has pointed out. So Baron's

conclusion, that the currency of the importing country is preferable

to the currency of the exporting country when the general price levels

are constant, while being analytically correct;is economically

misleading, since the percentage difference in expected profits is

insignificant. With constant general price levels both, invoicing in

the currency of the exporting country and in the currency of the

importing country result in virtually the same level of expected

profits and are therefore equally desirable.

In the choice betv/een the importing and the exporting country's

currency, price level uncertainty is therefore the most

important factor. Assuming purchasing power parity holds exactly

(6. =1), invoicing in the exporting country's currency compares

favorably to invoicing in the importing country's currency whenever

v <V-Tr,- When deviations from purchasing power parity are possib!ex xiu
the exporting country's currency i^ more desirable, whenever the

di

of

v <V-Tr,- When deviations from purchasing power parity are possible,ex xiu
:he exp'

difference between v. and v is areat enough to offset the effect
im ex

im

However, it may also be desirable to invoice in a third-country's-

currency, when the degree of price level uncertainty differs among

countries. Country j's currency is more preferable than the exporting

country's currency, whenever (1+v2) (1+w2). < (1+v2 ).
J J ex

The most important conclusion from equations (7) and (8) is, that

a currency is not preferable just because it is the exporter's or

the consumer's home currency - a result which is in marked contrast

to Baron's conclusion that the importer's home currency is always pre-

ferable to the exporter's home currency. Rather the usefulness of a

currency for invoicing depends on the characteristics of that currency.

As those characteristics may change over time, different currencies

may be preferable at different points in time.
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In order to give an economic explanation for the derived results, it

is useful to look at the two extreme possibilities separately

(1) the general price levels are constant, all exchange rate move-

ments are violations of purchasing power parity;

(2) the general price levels may vary, purchasing power parity holds

exactly.

For simplicity of the argument, it is assumend that all initial ex-

change rates are one.

In the first case [sjex=5j , 4mex=hm> Sj-im=5j/5im3 "^coefficient
of variation of (1/Sjex); v . ^ ^ ^ o ; E(l/I.) =E(1/Iex) =E( 1/I.J -1;
note that it is assumed that E(S^ ) =E( 6 .) = 1, E(s1- ) =E( 6 . ) = 1 ]

j ex j lmc-x. im

invoicing in the currency of the importing country gives a more

favorable relationship between the price set in the invoicing cur-

rency and the price expected in the other currency than invoicing

in the exporter's home currency. In the latter case a price of

P[units of the exporting country's currency] will imply an expec-

ted price in the importer's, home currency of P.E(S. )=P, while

in the case of invoicing in the importing country's currency a

price of P will be associated with an expected price in the expor-

ter's home currency of P-E(l/S. ), which is higher than P because
xniex

of Jensens's inequality. Thus jn case of invoicing in the exporter's

home currency there is no difference between the price set and the

expected price in the other currency, while invoicing in the impor-

ting country's currency results in a positive difference, which

has economic consequences. When invoicing is done in the exporter's

home currency, the relationship between expected demand and expec-
j_

ted price E(0. )=a-bP E(S. )=a-bP corresponds to the certaintyex • ex xmex . ex
case. Expected profits in the home currency are simply equal to

expected demand times the difference between price and variable

cost. The optimal price and the expected profit are therefore

identical to price and profits in the certainty case, when invoi-

cing is done in the exporter's home currency.

In case the firm chooses the importing country's currency for in-

voicing, a price which is identical to the optimal price under per-

fect foresight would result in a demand which is identical to the

certainty case. Because of Jensen's inequality, the expected price

in the exporting country's currency would be higher resulting in

higher expected profits than the certainty case profits. By choosing

a somewhat lower price in the importing currency, expected profits

can be even more improved. •'



In case the general price levels are constant in all countries, in-

voicing in the importing country's currency is also preferable to in-

voicing in the currency of a third country, since only two out of the

three involved exchange rates can be assumed independent, the third
1 o

being determined by the first two. In our analysis, S. and S.
.1 sx x m e x

i l l i . •

move independently, S.. = S. /S. . A n exchange rate S. higher
Jim jex imex jex

than expected is most likely combined with an exchange rate S..

which is higher than expected and vice visa, A lower than optimal

price in the importing currency (which means high output and high costs)

would therefore be combined with a low price in currency ex, resulting

in low profits. Therefore the coefficient of variation of (1/S. )
j ex

matters in this case.

In the second case - the general price levels may vary, exchange rates

are determined by the purchasing power relationship - the real price

in the invoicing currency is determined by the rate of inflation in

that country. The real prices in all other currencies are proportional

to the real price in the invoicing currency, the initial exchange

rates being the proportionality factors. Assume that the firm would

choose an expected real price which is identical to the optimal price

for the certainty case. Would the actual real price (which is deter-

mined by the rate of inflation in the invoicing currency) be identical

to the expected real price, then the expected real profits would be

identical to the profits in the certainty case. A difference between

the actual real price and the expected real price has the same effect

as the choice of a non-optimal price in the certainty.case - the ex-

pected real profits are less than in case.of an optimal price. By choo-.

sing the currency with the least price level uncertainty [as measured

by the coefficient of variation of (I/I.)], the firm faces, in an ex-
J

pected value sense, the least deviation of the actual from the optimal

real price.

The variance of the real price (expressed in currency im) is not only

determined by the price level uncertainty of the invoicing currency,

but also by the nominal price set by the firm.

var (P ./S.. -I. ) = var (P ./S.. -I.) = (P ./S.. ) 2 var (I/I.)
nj jim im' nj j im j nj jim; j .
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With a constant var "(I/I.), var (Pnj./sjim Iim) is proportional to

(P /S.. ) 2 . If the nominal price is set equal to the optimal price
nj Jim'

under perfect foresight, the expected real price would be equal to

the optimal real price under no price level uncertainty. By setting

a lower nominal price, the expected real price is lower than the

optimal real price under no uncertainty. But the variance of the

actual real price is also lower, leading to a smaller reduction in

expected real profits.

III. The Expected Real Price in the Importing Country, Expected Output,

Expected Foreign Currency Revenues "

«

The expected real price in the importing country, expected output,

and the expected foreign currency revenues are also independent of

the expected inverse of unity plus the rate of inflation in the invoi-

cing currency but depend on (1) the degree of price level uncertainty

in the invoicing currency, as measured by the coefficient of variation

of (I/I.); (2) the coefficient of variation of unity plus the inverse
J

of the deviation from purchasing power parity of currency j's exchange

rate with currency ex; and, in case invoicing is done in the impor-

ting country's currency, (3) the expected inverse of the deviation

from purchasing power parity of the exchange rate between currencies

im and ex.
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In case a third-country's currency or the. exporting country's currency

(in this case w..=0) is used for invo:
J

the importing country's currency is:

(in this case w..=0) is used for invoicing, the expected real price in
J

o
o a+b.c. -S..

i
E(P ./S,. I. ) = E(P .-6. /S,. I, 6.) = i m e X

nj jim im nj im jim j j 2b(1+v
2)(1+w2) (9)

In case the importing country's currency is chosen:

E(p n ) __ W ^ W (1oV

When price levels are constant in all countries or the degree of price

level uncertainty is the same for all countries, invoicing in the im-

porting country's currency leads to the lowest expected real price in

that currency, and, as is shown below, to the highest expected out-

put (= the highest contribution to the expected level of employment in

the exporting country). But again, this effect of Jensen's'inequality

should be econonicallv insignificant. For all currencies, increases in

v. or"w. lower the expected real price in the importing country and

increase the expected output.

For invoicing in third-country currencies or in the exporter's home

currency (w.=0), the expected output is:
J

o
(a + be S.

E(Q.) = a =— ~

In case the importing country's currency is chosen:

[a + bG SLx / E ( 1 / 5im ) ]Lx / E ( 1 / 5im

im;

Similarly, the expected foreign currency revenues, expressed in real

units of exporter's home currency may be derived:

For invoicing in third-country currencies or in the exporter's home

currency, expected foreign currency revenues are:
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E(FC.) =
J

0

(c S..)
Jo ? ? '

S. 4 b (1+v.)(l+w7)imex _ j. j

Invoicing in the importing country's currency leads the expected

foreign currency revenues of

i m ) 5 : • (13)4 ^ JS i m e x 4 b ̂ i J

where FC.(FC. ) = foreign currency revenues, expressed in real units

of the importing country's currency, when invoicing

is done in currency j(im).

Again, foreign currency revenues depend crucially on the degree of

price level uncertainty in the invoicing currency.

As in the case of the nominal price and the expected real profits, the

expected real profits, the expected real price, expected output and

expected foreign currency revenu'es all depend on the characteristics

of the invoicing currency. This again contrast's with Baron's results,

who concluded that invoicing in the importing country's currency would

always lead to a lower expected real price, higher expected output and

higher foreign currency revenues than invoicing in the exporter's home

currrency.
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IV. Stochastic Demand, Risk Aversion, Credit Sales, Non-Linear Demand

In section II the choice of invoicing currency was discussed under

the assumptions that (1) exchange rates and general price levels

were the only sources of uncertainty, (2) the firm maximizes

expected profits, (3) payments are made at the time of purchase, and

(4) the demand fuction is linear. In this section, all of those

assumptions will be relaxed. First, the effects of stochastic demand

components and risk aversion will be discussed. Then the modifications

of the section II model which are required by the existence of

credit sales or a non-linear demand function will be considered.

In this discussion it will be assumed that exchange rates do not

deviate from purchasing power parity, that is, all exchange rate

movements are accompanied by changes in the relevant general price

levels. As was shown in part II, the possibility of deviations from

purchasing power parity works to the disadvantage of third-country

currencies. So in general the choice will be between the currency

of the importing and the currency of the exporting country. But

in this choice, the possibility of deviations from purchasing power

parity is of minor importance,since the possibility of deviations -

from purchasing power parity only Effects this choice through the

effect of Jensen's inequality, which is negligable.

Instead of assuming that demand is a known function of the real

price in the importing country, a stochastic relationship between

demand and real price may be used. Assume f. ex. that

Q. = (a - b P ./S 1. I. ) -uD n j j im im > (-, 4)

where u is a random variable with E(u) = 1. When u and the real price

are independently distributed, expected real profits are not

affected by u:

E(n r) = =-pr [-CS? -acS° +(a+bcS° ) (P ./S°. )E(1/I.) Mi=>
y S.° L imex imex imex n.j' jim' J (|b>

n j ? i m f .
Risk aversion may be taken, into account either by assuming that

the firm maximizes expected utility or by assuming that the firm
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maximizes its market value, which is determined in a competitive

capital market with risk-averse investors. The assumption that

expected utility is maximized has three major shortcomings. First,

it is unclear,whose utility function should be used as a basis

for decision making. Is it management's utility function or the

owner's utility function? Second, there are usually many managers

and many owners. If each one of them has a different utility function,

what does their 'joint1 utility function mean? How is it . measured?

Third, and most important, portfolio theory teaches that risk averse

investors hold diversified portfolios and thereby eliminate diver-

sif iable risk. Since diversifiable risk does not matter to investors,

it should not matter to the firm. On the other hand,by maximizing the

market value of the firir the economic welfare of the risk averse

owners is maximized when the latter have the possibility to exchange

their ownership rights (their shares of stock) and a sufficient number

of securities with different pay-off characteristics exists. Market

value maximization will therefore be assumed in this section. '

Fin order to estimate the market value of the firm under alternativev
** invoicing and pricing decisions, a model of the valuation of firms

under uncertainty is required! Such models are provided by modern

capital market theory, which was pioneered by Sharpe and Lintner.

Their valuation model implicitely assumes, that only a single con-

sumption good exists, whose price is constant over time. Both are

not ideal assumptions for our analysis. By analysing the effects

of an uncertain general price level we implicitely assume the

existence of many consumption goods and rule out constant commodi-

ty prices.

Grauer, Litzenberger and Stehle have recently presented a valua-

tion model, which allows the existence of many goods in the

commodity market as well as commodity price variability and fea-

tures a capital market which consists of risk averse individuals,

whose concave Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions have the form:

U(.) = aQ (5+17 c±*)
r + aa (5+n c ±p

y (16)
1

where
ao' al = Pre*>erence parameters associated with total con-

sumption in period 0 or 1; a, >0(<0) when y>0(<0)/*
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cio, cis = the number of units of commodity i the individual
consumes in period 0 and in period 1, state-of-
the-world s, respectively;

ft. = a preference parameter associated with the consump-
tion of commodity i, IB^=1;

Y j<5 = parameters which reflect an individual's degree
of risk aversion; y < 1. When 6 > 0, = 0, < 0,
the individual displays increasing, constant
or decreasing relative risk aversion, respective-
ly.

An individual determines his optimal consumption and asset

holdings by maximizing the expected

value of (16) subject to a budget constraint. By assuming that

individuals share identical probability assessments,ft.'s(and

Y 's and by aggregating the demand for assets over all indivi-

duals and equating supply and demand, asset prices are derived.

According to their model the market value of a firm j in a two

period model is equal to

1 / V c o v C ( n i ] '•
Vj = F \E (n?> + 3 ^-T } (17)
3 r L J E(A+W /I ) T

nex' ex

where

V. = market value of the exporting firm, expressed in its
-1 home currency, when currency j is used for invoicing;

r = unity plus real rate of interest;'

cov(,)= the covariance operator;

W x/I = the aggregate real wealth of the capital market in which
the shares of firm j are traded,expressed in the currency
of the exporting country. This capital market may be a
national or an international capital market.

A = a constant

In a capital market consisting of risk averse investors, asset va-

lues depend not only on the expected real profits, but also on a

measure of the relative amount of non-diversifiable risk associated
— Y —1

with the asset; cov[n.-1- (A-;-W /I) 1
3 ' nex •
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In case the real profits of a firm -and aggregate real wealth are

independently distributed the risk measure is zero and the firm1s

market value is equal to its real profits discounted by the real

rate of interest. In general the real profits of a firm are posi-

tively correlated with aggregate real wealth, and its market value

is less than real profits discounted by the real rate of interest

(since y<1).

By assuming that rates of inflation and aggregate real wealth are

independently distributed, the expression relating the relative

amount of non-diversifiable risk to the invoicing decision of the

firm simplifies to

COV[TT^, (A+W /I)T"1] = [E(TT^) + C]cov[u,(A+W /I)T~1] (18)

A combination of equations (15), (17) and (18) shows the market value

of the firm for alternative invoicing strategies:

1 cov (u, (A+W /I ) )
V = 1 [(ECn^)+ C) (1 + • n e X ^ . ? X )" C] . (19)

The fact that the relative amount of non-diversifiable risk

(as measured by cov[nr, (A+W /I ) T ]) is proportional to the
~i I1GX 6X

sum of expected real profits and fixed costs has important implications

for the optimization process: If cov(u, (A+W /I )y~ )
Y — i nex ex

<- E(A+W /I ) , the firm will not export at all, since the re-
nsx sx

lative amount of non-diversifiable risk per unit of the sum of expected

profits and fixed costs is too great. (Another reason why the firm may

not export is that fixed costs are too high.) However, if the firm exports

at all, risk aversion does not affect the choice of invoicing currency

and nominal product price, that is, the optimal product price under the

objective of market value maximization is the same, as under the objective

of expected real profit maximization. Since the random demand component

u does not affect the expected real profits it does not affect the

invoicing and price setting behavior of the firm. Price level uncertainty,

on the other hand, affects expected real profits and therefore, as was

shown in section II, the invoicing and price setting decision of the

firm.
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This result - obviously - depends in an crucial way on the

assumption, that rates of inflation and aggregate real wealth

are independently distributed. When deviations from purchasing

power parity may occur, the stochastic relationship between

the deviations from purchasing power parity and aggregate

real wealth will also matter. There is no evidence available

that significant relationships between the mentioned variables

exist. Even if such relationships were detected for the past,

they may be unstable over time. So independence between the

rates of inflation and aggregate real wealth and between

deviations from purchasing power parity and aggregate real

wealth seems to a good first approximation of reality.

Another unrealistic assumption of section II was, that payments

occur at the time of the purchase. Typically, the exporter

extends credit to the importer. He may either allow the importer

to pay within a given time interval or he may require payment

on an exact future date, by thfe use of a draft for example.

For simplicity it is assumed that payment is required exactly

one time period after the purchase, which means two time periods

after the exporter's decision.
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A payment of P . units of currency j to be paid at t=2 is

equivalent, from the comsumer's point of view, to a payment

of P ./i. units of currency j due at t=1, where i. denotes unity

plus the nominal one period rate of interest in country j at

t=1. P •/!• units of currency j at t=1 have a real value

(expressed in the currency of the importing country) of

P ./i-S J. . I. . After making the purchasing power substitution,nj j Jim im n r ? r

the independent variable in the demand function v/ould be

P ./(i-S?. I.), which could be simplified by either making

an assumption about the correlation between I. and i., or by

assuming that i. is constant through time.

Instead of assuming that the exporter maximizes expected real

profits at the time of the purchase, with credit sales it would

be convenient to assume that the exporter maximizes expected

real profits at the time of the payment, which would only

require a redefinition of the variables in equation (3), to take

into account that now the exchange rate S. and the inflation
jex

rate I at the time of the payment matter. So both, the demandex
and the profit function, ̂ while being more complex than in the

case of 'cash and carry', would not contain variables which would

change the basic structure of the problem. So uncertainty about

the rate of inflation would still be the major factor in the

choice of invoicing currency, even when payments occur after

the time of purchase.

The conclusions based on linear demand and cost functions hold when-

ever real profits are a symetric and strictly concave function of

real price in the relevant price interval. Obviously, when real pro-

fits are not affected by the real price, price level uncertainty does

not matter to the firm. When real profits are not a symetric function

of the real price, price level uncertainty will also decrease expec-

ted real profits, but the optimal real price can decrease p_r increase.

Consider for example the case, in which a negative deviation from the

optimal real price decreases profits considerably, while a positive

deviation from the optimal real price leads only to a small decrease

in real profits. In this case it obviously would be better to charge

a higher expected real price under price level uncertainty than under

price level certainty.
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V Reality

Obviously the model does not take all of the many factors into account which

possibly influence the invoicing decision. Other important factors

may be:

Exchange regulations; Scharrer et. al. believe, that this is the

major reason why exports to Eastern European countries and deve-

loping countries are typically priced in the home currency.

The efficiency of spot and forward markets in different currencies.

Bargaining power of exporter and importer.

Tradition.

Subsidies for exporters invoicing in the home currency (such subsi-

dies were recently introduced in the UK and in Japan).

Familiarity with a currency. Our study implicitely assumed, that

the quality of the probability assessment is the same for all cur-

rencies. For relatively unknown foreign currencies the quality of

the probability assessment will in general be less than for well

known currencies like the US dollar, Swiss franc, German mark and

British pound. Improving the quality of the probability assessment

involves costs. Exporters to the latter countries will accept the

currency of the importing country more readily than exporters to a

small developing country.

However, none of those additional factors can easily be quantified.

So only the effect of price level uncertainty will be tested here,

ass.uming that price level uncertainty does not vary systematically

with any of these additional factors.

Scharrer et. al. (page 154) quote the percentage of invoices expressed

in the home currency for 11 countries. All percentages refer to the

year 1976, except those for Austria (1975), Sweden (1973), and Switzer-

land (1974). These percentages are regressed on the price level uncer-

_ce :
10)

9)
tainty of the respective currency. To estimate price level uncertain-
ty, quarterly data from I, 1970 to IV, 1978 is used.
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The magnitude of the intersect (less than 100) is in line with our

expectations. The magnitude of the slope indicates, that price level

uncertainty has a considerable impact on the invoicing decision.

Higher price level uncertainty increases the willingness of the ex-

porter to use other currencies, especially in case he exports to a

country with lower price level uncertainty.

The use of annual data for the past 20 years to estimate price level

uncertainty gave nearly identical result. Empirically is it not pos-

sible to rule out that price level uncertainty acts as an instrumen-

tal variable for expected price level changes, since both variables
2

are correlated (R = .23). A regression of the percentage, of invoices

expressed in the home currency on the average quarterly price level
2

change resulted only in an R of .17, which supports our theoretical

conclusion that it is the price level uncertainty and not the expec-

ted price level change which matters.
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FOOTNOTES

1) Price reductions and lengthenings of the credit period are not
unusual after large changes in the relevant exchange rate.
Scharrer, Gehrmann and Wetter report that 20$ of the firms
in their sample occasionally change prices or credit periods.
This possibility is not taken into account in this study.

2) According to Henderson and Quandt (p.25) money illusion is absent
if "proportionate (commodity) price changes leave ... behavior
unaltered".

3) The interdependence between purchasing power changes and changes
in the exchange rate were discovered by the Swedish economist
Gustav Cassel. Balassa discussed the circumstances in which pur-
chasing power parity is a reasonable approximation. The countries
under consideration should be in the same stage of economic develop-
ment, have similar consumption baskets, and. should have no restric-
tions on iritarnational trade. Recent tests fwhich
support the view that purchasing power parity is a good
approximation in the long run but cannot explain day-to-day
exchange rate variations / a r e those by Frenkel and Krugman.

4) When the exchange rate between the exporter's and the importer's
home currency is quoted in units of the exporter's home currency
per unit of the importer's home currency, invoicing in the currency
of the importing country also gives a more faVorable relationship
between the price set and the price in the other currency than
invoicing in the exporter's home currency. But in this case invoi-
cing in the importer's currency leads to a _price__and_:expeGted
profits which are identical to i*he certainty case, while invoicing
in the exporter's home currency results in lower expected profits.
Note that the different definitions of the exchange rate imply
expected exchange rates which are not directly comparable, again
because of Jensen's inequality.

5) Additive or multiplicative random demand components have been used
in the studies of Mills, Sandmo,Dryhmes, Nielson, Greenberg/Mar-
shall/Yawitz on the effects of uncertain demand on the pricing
and output decisions of a monopolist. The results would be similar,
if an additive random demand component were used.

6) Most recent studies of firm behavior
under uncertainty have used the objective of market value, maximi-
zation, see f. ex. Nielson, Greenberg /Marshall/Yawitz.

7N

Since our analysis requires an exact- index of commodity prices,
it is necessary to assume homothetic consumption preferences
(see Samuelson and Swamy). To derive a closed-form valuation
equation, it is necessary to assume a specific
utility function. Note that the a's and 5's may differ, thus
individuals may exhibit different time and risk preferences.
Alternatively, it may be assumed, that consumption preferences
differ. For a discussion of these and other assumptions,
see Grauer,Litzenberger and Stehle.



8) See Scharrer et. al., Page,'Grassman and the sources quoted there.
The estimate for Germany is based on all export related invoices
totalling 50.000 marks or more. The estimates for most other
countries are based on smaller samples. Scharrer et. al. use
import data from several countries to estimate the US percentage.
Most studies do not discriminate between the currency of the im-
porting country and third country currencies. Japanese exporters,
for example, use the US dollar in 70-80% of their invoices, but
a large part of those invoices go to the US.

9) Because the independent variable is measured with error, the
slope coefficient may be biased' towards zero (see Johnston,
page 282). Because the error terms may be heteroscedastic and be-
cause of the small number of observations, the estimates of the
standard derivations of the regression coefficients have to be in-
terpreted cautiously (see Johnston, page 215). The measurement
errors in the dependent variable do not create problems (see
Johnston, page 283).

10 ) In order to estimate price level uncertainty, an assumption about
the expected value of the price level change in each quarter has to
be made. Using the average price level change as a proxy for' the
expected price level change does not take into account, that ex-
pectations regarding the price level change vary over time, which
was certainly the case in ^he observed time period. To allow for
such a possibility it is assumed that exporters in any quarter
expect a price level change which is identical to the preceding
quarter's actual price level change.
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